Finding your Location (Deployment or Garrison)

[1] Click the Location link. This brings you to the Locations – Search page

[2] The drop down box shown does not need a selection. Locations are identified as **Base Camps** or **Installations**. Type in the location **name** (or partial spelling) as needed. Click Search or hit Enter.

If the Location you are trying to access is not in DOEHS, contact the Army of Public Health Center POCs and it will be added in for you.
The **Location – Search Results** page is shown. **DOEHRS also searches the Comments field** to assist with Camp associations. The Comments field is where aliases and alternate spelling are stored as well.

In this example, only “KW” was typed in the search block but multiple results are returned.
- DOEHRS also searches the comments as well.

**[4]** Click the location to select it and it will show in the menu-tree on the left.

A location can be ‘home-paged’ as needed. Once the location is selected, expand the menu-tree as needed.